This Superblock fire alarm is only one of many that have been set off by pranksters. False alarms are unsafe and a waste of police time. The University has implemented a reward campaign.

**Univ. Sets Reward to Halt False Fire Calls**

By Peter Kohn

The recent appearance of posters offering a $50 reward for information leading to the arrest of anyone setting off false alarms, reflects the severity of the danger in University residences arising from such pranksters. The rash of false alarms that have alarmed a number of students now ignore fire alarms, which have been set off from time to time in the Cabot apartment complex. Students who do not evacuate a burning building they have set, and assume there may be a real fire.

The only false alarms which have not resulted in the setting off of fire extinguishers and other fire-fighting equipment have been those of the Superblock complex. The University has offered a $50 reward for information leading to the arrest of anyone setting off false alarms. Although the University presently has a number of security measures, threats and incidents of battering through fragile residence doors have alarmed a number of students. The decision to turn over the task of preventing false alarms to the constables, the cost in terms of freedom would be greater than people would want to pay.

The Superblock is a highly visible symbol of the pathology of racism, and its attempt to "correct the very serious situation in its own way..."

The University continues to set off fire alarms in its dormitories.

---

**Superblock Security Deemed Ineffective Following Incidents**

By Beverly Narod

In response to student concern over several recent occurrences in Superblock, residents will soon be asked their opinions about superblock.

Four University students, working with Marks Marshall, associate director of residential life, are presently preparing a questionnaire to measure student opinion on the security question. Mrs. Marshall indicated that if students desire more security, but only after working in conjunction with security officers, the University would further strengthen its measures for the buildings.
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---

**Univ. Food Coop Spoons Take Official Possession of Carriage House for Home**

By Thomas Paxon

Organizers of the Community Food Co-op gathered in the dusty storage edifice now being used by Buildings and Grounds leaders to comment, "This is a sweet victory from the students lone battle against the conservative irrational forces of the University."
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Change of Draft Status to 1-A Must Be Done Before Dec. 31

Wednesday, November 25, 1970

By United Press International

WASHINGTON—Selective Service directors in all states一律 notified of a new change in the draft status of 1-A, effective immediately. The change means that registrants with a draft status of 1-A must report for a medical examination by December 31, unless they have already reported for induction.

A new rule was added to the notice, stating that registrants with a draft status of 1-A must undergo a medical examination by December 31, unless they have already reported for induction.
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Sports Shorts

The University (team) took a pair of victories with Philadelphia (school). The team was named captain by head coach John Morgan. The squad defeated nearby North Carolina (school) 13-11, and the varsity (team) followed with a 16-8 drubbing over a rival school.

Clune, Pinto Top Fresh Football Crop

BY STEVE KATZMAN

The 4-1 ledger compiled by this year's freshman football squad, along with the team's performance in Columbia's annual Ivy League matchup, was highlighted by the contributions of two newcomers: Robert Clune and Frank Pinto. The pair, along with other talented freshmen, helped the team defeat Columbia 17-7.

Clune, a senior from the University's high school, was named captain of the team. His abilities on both offense and defense made him a valuable addition to the squad. Pinto, a transfer student from another Ivy League institution, quickly moved into the varsity lineup and proved to be an important asset.

The team's success this season is attributable to the talent and cohesiveness of the players. Head coach Bob Morse praised the team's ability to work together and execute plays effectively.

UP FOR THO—Steve Bikly, 150 lbs. a varsity first-timer beats by last-handing in a hard knock-down state Class D Waterloo 10 man to defined, Clune and Bikly matched the varsity to an easy 101-58 win over the high school in yesterday's Patrician action.
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